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Edd AKERS for Mayor | PLATFORM 
 

United, focused and forward is more than just a campaign slogan. It’s the way I will approach 
improving city government and serving as a Mayor for ALL the people of Branson. 
 

United. 
I don’t believe in “old Branson” vs. “new Branson.” We have ONE Branson. In order to deal with 
our issues, make improvements and move forward we have to unite, not divide our community. 
Our public servants must be without personal agendas and not indebted to special interests. 
 
There is much that we can all agree on. 

1. Tax dollars must be spent with the utmost of care, frugality and total accountability. 
2. We need more visitors AND a year-round economy that help our citizens prosper. 
3. We need to preserve the core values that make Branson, Branson: family, faith, 

friendliness, freedom and the beauty of nature. They are our past and our future. 
 

Focused. 
Limited resources, time and money, are a reality. Our City cannot chase every shiny object; we 
must be focused on what is most urgent and what is most important for the long term. 
 

1. Solve the extended stay issue, panhandling, abandoned/neglected properties and other 
unsightly situations that are damaging the image of our community. 

2. Assure Branson is business-friendly. We want our current businesses to grow and 
prosper and new businesses to enter with ease. I proposed the new Business 
Ombudsman position (which is now part of the Chamber’s Five in 5 strategic initiatives) 
as a full-time advocate for small business and business people at City Hall. 

3. I don’t know everything, so I seek to understand and surround myself with the 
smartest and most talented people possible. It does not matter to me who gets the 
credit, only that we make Branson better for everyone who lives, works and plays here. 

 

Forward. 
Change and progress are essential. Like other large businesses, our City needs leadership and 
vision. We need to anticipate all the consequences of our actions, learn and adjust as needed 
and most importantly, see things all the way through. We need less talk and more action. 
 

1. A careful review and update of the City of Branson’s 2030 Plan is overdue. We must 
assure that a fully updated and improved plan drives our long term efforts. 

2. The safety of our citizens is a top priority. Being involved in the passage of the safety 
and security tax, I understand its intended purpose and will help assure that fulfillment. 

3. We must identify local, regional and national trends and position Branson for the 
future. What we do today will build a better future for our kids, grandkids and all who 
call this community home. I’m ready to get to work for YOU! 


